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From the teacher’s desk…. 
    An extra day.  What are we going to do with it?  In Pier 20 we will 
increase our learning and growing even more through engaging and 
interesting educational experiences. 
    We’ll continue our educational journey this Tuesday as we attend 
the Utah Symphony’s rendition of Stravinsky’s Petrushka, music for a ballet about a 
Russian traditional puppet, Petrushka, who is made of straw and a bag of sawdust, but 
who comes to life and develops emotions.  Students are asked dress up for this special 
event:  girls in skirts or dresses, boys in slacks, button-down shirt, sweater or tie, or a 
suit.  Dress for the symphony needn’t comply with our dress code.  Students may bring a 
school uniform change of clothes for school activities following the event. 
  Finally, it’s hard to believe that another trimester has swooshed by.  Parent-Teacher 
Conferences are scheduled for March 14 and 15, following the end of trimester 2.  
Conference sign-up sheets have been posted in the office.  Please sign up for a time that 
works with your schedule.  If you have difficulty getting to the school to sign up, please 
contact me and I will send you a list of available conference times.  Last trimester we 
had 100% of our parents join us!  Looking forward to the same enthusiasm this time!   
 

 Leaping Forward!               

Language Arts 
    The long-awaited and anticipated 
state writing assessment is on 
Wednesday of this week.  Students have 
been working extremely hard to master 
their persuasive writing.  Several have 
come close to a perfect score on 
UtahWrite, earning those scholars a 
multitude of fish!  The assessment will 
be given in the computer lab; students 
will type their work.  They will be given 
as much time as needed to complete 
their 5-paragraph essay.  I’m confident 
in the thinking and writing abilities of 
our scholars.  We’re going to rock this 
assessment! 
 

Math 
    Most of the scholars in Pier 20 appeared 
to have mastered the sometimes-complex 
standards involved in calculating perimeter 
and area.  We had at least 7 scholars score 
a perfect score on the assessment!  Please 
take a look at the rigor of the problems on 
the test, particularly the problems in Level 
4.  To say the very least, I’m very, very 
pleased and proud of these hard workers! 

    Geometric solids will be our next unit of 
study.  Students will have an opportunity to 
build a castle for Duclinea del Toboso using 
nets of geometric shapes.  Those figuring 
the surface area of their castle will earn a 
4!  



 

 
 

This Week’s Spelling Words 
 
immature 
immobile 
imperfect* 
immortal 
immediate* 
unsure* 
unlikely* 
unreliable 
uncertain 
inability* 
inanimate 
incautious 
independent* 
inconvenient 
underneath* 
undercover 
underage 
underestimate* 
pyramid* 
cylinder* 
 

Important Contact Information 
 
Email:  mjenkins@canyonrimacademy.org 
 
Website:  http://jenkins5th.wordpress.com 
 

This Week’s Vocabulary Words 
 

            novelty         peal 
               intricate 

             dunce            conscience 
 

Upcoming Events 
Feb. 28 Field Trip - Symphony 
Feb. 29 State Writing Assessment 
Mar. 1  Happy Birthday, Jacob! 
Mar.  8-9 No School 
Mar. 14-15 Parent Teacher Conf. 

Science and Social Studies 
   Losing a day last week slowed our science 
schedule; hence the genetics quiz will be on 
Tuesday of this week.    Following a lesson on 
adaptation and environment, students will have the 
opportunity to create a blog comparing and 
contrasting two similar animals, analyzing their 
adaptations to their individual environments.   
    The legislative process will be continued this 
week as we explore our nation’s system of checks 
and balances.  Students are learning  
that our forefathers were intuitive  
when they designed a government  
in which no single branch has 
exclusive power. 
 
 

Remember….easy ways to enhance the budget at Canyon Rim Academy! 
Smith’s:  Ask Customer Service to add CRA to your account.  Every time you swipe your 
card your children get more advantages! 
Amazon:  Shopping through Amazon?  Enter through the CRA Website (under quick links) 
and continue to enhance our budget. 
Box tops:  We will continue to collect box tops.  The winner at the end of the year will 
earn a magnificent reward!  
 


